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1. ABSTRACT
This paper describes an architecture and 
mechanism for simulating real-time decision 
making as observed in full-duplex, multimodal 
face-to-face interaction between humans.  The 
work bridges between multimodal perception 
and multimodal action generation and allows 
flexible implementation of multimodal, full-
duplex, conversational characters.  It is part of 
a broad computational model of psychosocial 
dialogue skills called Ymir. The architecture 
has been tested with a prototype humanoid, 
Gandalf [34][35].  Gandalf can engage in task-
oriented dialogue with a person and has been 
shown capable of fluid turn-taking and multi-
modal interaction [40].  The primary focus in 
this paper is the real-time decision-making 
(action selection) mechanism of Ymir and its 
relation to the multimodal perception and 
motor control systems. 
1.1 Keywords
Real-time decision making, agent architectures, multimodal, face-
to-face communication

2. INTRODUCTION
The work described in this paper is motivated by the idea of com-
municative, autonomous agents capable of fluid, dynamic face-to-
face interaction.  The interest is not merely natural languageÑand
surely there are numerous projects limited just to thisÑbut rather a
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multimodal system, duplicating face-to-face dialogue between two
or more communicating humans.  Real-time multimodal embodied
dialogue is an interesting problem because it requires the integra-
tion of areas that have existed in isolation.  If we want synthetic
characters to comprehend and generate gesture [22][27], body
movements [15], facial gestures [11], back channel feedback
[15][42], speaking turns [15][30], etc., along with natural language,
and do this in real-time interaction with people, we need nothing
short of a unified approach that comprehensively incorporates the
full spectrum of behaviors exhibited by people in such situations.
To do this requires input from artificial intelligence, cognitive sci-
ence and psychology, as well as robotics and computer graphics.  

Three elements of decision making in face-to-face dialogue are dis-
cussed in this paper: {1} Organization and coordination of semi-in-
dependent decisions that happen at different time scales, such as
back-channel feedback (e.g.ÒmhmÓ and nodding), and higher-level
decisions including those related to natural language use (such as
complex communicative acts),  {2} decision mechanism representa-
tion, and {3} real-time scheduling of motor actions resulting from
decisions to act.  Other aspects of Ymir have been discussed else-
where: Perception of multimodal events in [35]; real-time motor
control in [33] and [35].   A quick overview of the Gandalf prototype
is given here, but can also be found in [34] & [35].  

3. MULTIMODAL DIALOGUE
The following characteristics of embodied multimodal dialogue are
of particular interest to the issue of real-time decision making:1

1. Multi-layered Input Analysis and Output Generation.  In dis-
course, actions in one mode may overlap those of another in time,
they may have different timing requirements, and may constitute
different information [22][15].  In order for purposeful conversa-
tion to work, reactive and reflective2 responses have to co-exist to
enable adequate behavior of an agent.  
2. Temporal Constraints.  The structure of dialogue requires that
participants agree on a common speed of exchange [15].  Certain
responses are expected to happen within a given time span, such as
looking in a direction being pointed in.  If these rules are violated,
e.g. the direction of gaze changes 5 seconds after it was expected to
change,3 the actionÕs meaning may be drastically altered in the con-

1. More extensive summaries addressing the full range of multi-
modal action can be found in [35] & [36].

2. Broadly speaking, we use the terms reactive and reflective here 
to refer to fast and slow responses, respectively.  For a more 
detailed definition in this context see [35] & [36].  



                                                                    
text of the dialogue.
3. Functional & Morphological Substitutability.  Functional substi-
tutability refers to the phenomenon when identical looking acts can
serve different dialogical functions (one can point at an object by
nodding the head, manual gesture, etc.).  Morphological substitut-
ability is the reverse: Different looking acts can serve the same
function (a nod can serve a deictic function in one instance and
agreement in another).  This complicates decision making.
4. A dialogue participantÕs decisions to act (or not act) are based on
multiple sources, both internal and external, including body lan-
guage, dialogue state, task knowledge, etc.   
5. Some behavior is eventually produced, no matter how limited
sensory or cognitive information is available.  If information is per-
ceived to be missing, the behavior produced is likely to have the
intent of eliciting the missing information.  In this context, inaction
can count as a decision to not act.
6. Interpretation of sensory input and dialogue state is fallible,
resulting in erroneous decision making.
7. There can be both deÞciencies and redundancies in the sensory
data, making decision making more complex.
8. Behaviors are under mixed control:  behaviors that are autono-
mous by default, such as blinking or gaze, can be instantly directed
from the Òtop levelÓ of control, as when you make the conscious
decision to stare at someone.  
What kind of architecture can successfully address all these issues
simultaneously?  Below we will first give an overview of the Ymir
architecture, which is intended to address these issues, and the Gan-
dalf prototype, then we will look at the decision mechanism in
detail, and finally review relevant related work.

4. YMIR: OVERVIEW 
Ymir4 is a computational, generative model of psychosocial dia-
logue skills which can be used to create autonomous characters
capable of full-duplex multimodal perception and action generation
[35].  It is intended to attack the main characteristics of face-to-face
dialogue, among them those listed above.  It borrows several fea-
tures from prior blackboard and behavior-based artificial intelli-
gence architectures (discussed below), but goes beyond these in the
amount of communication modalities and performance criteria it
addresses.    

Ymir contains three types of processing modules: perceptual, deci-
sion and behavior.  While the separation of decision-making from
other processes in cognitive models is not new [13], YmirÕs modu-
larity and process collections is based on recent work presented in
[35] & [36].  The architectureÕs processing modules are found in
four process collections, {1} a Reactive layer (RL), {2} a Process
Control layer (PCL), {3} a Content layer (CL), and  an Action
Scheduler (AS).  Multimodal data streams in to all three layers (see
Figure 2).  Each of the architectureÕs layers contains perception and
decision modules that communicate results of their processing
through blackboards.  Perception modules with specific computa-
tional demands provide the necessary information about the state of
the world to support decisions to act with specific perceive-act cycle
times.   The representation and distribution of perceptual modules in
the layers are complementary to the decision modules:  Perceptual

modules in the RL have a relatively low accuracy/speed trade-off;
decision modules in this layer share this same characteristic.  More
sophisticated perceptual processing and decision making happens in
the PCL, and still more in the CL.  Thus, economical use of compu-
tation is gained through bottom-up Òvalue-addedÓ data flow, where
perceptual and decision modules in each successive layer add infor-
mation to the results from the layer below.  The layering also gives
structure to top-down control of semi-automatic decisions: a deci-
sion in a lower layer may be overridden by a decision in a higher lay-
er.  For example, even though each of our eye fixations are normally
chosen without our conscious intervention, we can still decide to
stare at someone, and thus override the normal fixation control.  In
Ymir this is implemented by creating a decision module in the CL
that can override more reactive decision modules in the two lower
layers dealing with fixation control, and thus, unlike many other sys-
tems, a character created in Ymir can successfully heed the userÕs
command to ÒStop staring at me!Ó.

4.1 From Decision to Action
A decision module looks for conditions to ÒfireÓ (decide to act) in
the blackboards.  When a decision module fires it sends out an
action request.  The fate of the requests is determined in the next
stage, in the Action SchedulerÑthe agentÕs ÒcerebellumÓ.  The
Action Scheduler (AS) prioritizes the action requests, and decides
how each requested action should look at the lowest (motor) level,
according to the current status of the motor system (the agentÕs face
and body, in the case of Gandalf).  By divorcing the decision to act
from its form in this way,  decisions can be specified at various lev-
els of abstraction; their exact morphology is determined at a later
stage in view of the state of conflicting and currently executing
actions.  This increases the systemÕs reactivity while allowing long-
term planning.    The approach taken in the ASÕs structure is in
some ways similar to Rosenbaum et al.Õs [29] model of animal
locomotion and motion control.  Their idea of stored postures is

3. This expectation is part of what has been referred to as the con-
versantsÕ common ground [7].

4. ÒYmirÓ is pronounced e-mir, with the accent on the first sylla-
ble.  Like ÒGandalfÓ, the name comes from the Icelandic Sagas.

FIGURE 1.  
Gandalf references the planet Saturn (large monitor on right) with a
manual deictic gesture and the verbal response ÒThat is SaturnÓ (in
this case a response to the authorÕs act ÒWhat planet is [deictic
gesture] that?Ó).  The decision to reference the planet in a non-
verbal channel is separate from its eventual morphologyÑwhether
to use a glance, turn of head or manual gestureÑis decided at run
time, chosen at the very end of the perception-action loop.  This
helps achieve high reactivity, e.g. the ability to stop an action at a
momentÕs notice.
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used in the Action Scheduler, as is the idea of hierarchical storage
of increasingly smaller units.  The AS is described in detail in [33]
and [35].  

4.2 Perception & Data Communication 
Research has shown that in human perceptual processes, different
information becomes available at different times: for example, low-
frequency visual information and motion becomes available sooner
than higher-frequency information and color (c.f. [4]).  A person
can select how long to wait before reacting to a particular stimulus,
depending on the selected trade-off between cost of delay and cost
of errors.  This requires a system where information is incremen-
tally processed (anytime algorithm) and can be accessed at any time
by decision mechanisms.   In Ymir, blackboards are used for this
purpose.

There are three main blackboards  (Figure 2).  There is one for infor-
mation exchange between the Reactive Layer and the Process Con-
trol Layer.  This blackboard is called the Functional Sketchboard
(FS).  The name refers to the blackboardÕs primary role and form of
dataÑinitial, rough ÓsketchesÓ of the functions of a dialogue partic-
ipantÕs behaviors.  It stores intermediate and final results of low-lev-
el, high-speed perceptual processes such as object motion, whether
the agent hears something or not, and other information crucial to
the dialogue process.  These perceptual data serve as conditions for
the decision modules in the RL and PCL.  The second is the Content
Blackboard (CB), servicing communication between the PCL and
the CL.  Here results are posted that are less time-critical than those
on the FS, and usually more computationally expensive.  The Pro-
cess Control LayerÕs decision modules look primarily in this black-
board for conditions, but they can also access data in the FS.  The
third blackboard in Ymir is the Motor Feedback Blackboard (MFB),
where the Action Scheduler posts the progress of behaviors current-
ly being processed and executed.  The MFB enables the PCL and CL
to access the history of motor acts so that a character can have rec-
ollection of its own actions and thus make longer-term motor plans
and modify them when necessary.  The perception-act cycle in the
RL is so short that this internal feedback is not useful; the feedback

RL

FIGU
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4.3 Gandalf: A Humanoid Prototype 
To test the premises of Ymir, a prototype humanoid called Gandalf
has been designed (Figure 1).  GandalfÕs modules were constructed
with the single purpose of enabling it to carry out embodied, topic-
oriented dialogue.  For the most part, this was done by data-mining
the psychological literature (c.f. [9], [10], [11], [16], [19], [22],
[25], [28]).  The system has proven to be capable of fluid turn-tak-
ing and unscripted, task-oriented dialogue.  Gandalf is capable of
producing real-time multimodal behaviors in the following catego-
ries:
¥ Hands: Deictic gesture (pointing to objects of discussion),

emblematic gesture Ñ e.g. holding the hand up, palm for-
ward, signalling Òhold itÓ to interrupt when the user is speak-
ing, and beat gestures Ñ hand motion synchronized with
speech production.

¥ Face: Emotional emblems Ñ smiling, looking puzzled, com-
municative signals Ñ e.g. raising eyebrows when greeting,
facing user when answering questions.

¥ Eyes: Attentional and deictic functions, both during speak-
ing and listening, e.g. looking where the user is looking or
pointing; looking at objects that he is telling the user about.

¥ Body: Emblematic body language Ñ nodding, shaking head.
¥ Speech: Back channel feedback and meaningful utterances.
¥ Turn-taking signals: Looking quickly away and back when

taking turn, attentional cues such as head and gaze direction
(gaze deixis), greeting (in various ways), and more.

These are all coordinated in real-time and correctly inserted into the
dialogue.  They are based on the perception and interpretation of
the following kinds of user behavior data:
¥ Hands: Deictic gesture Ñ pointing at objects, and iconic ges-

ture Ñ when a user tells Gandalf to tilt an object she can show
the intended direction of tilt with the hand.



                               
¥ Eyes: Attentional and deictic functions, both during speak-
ing and listening, e.g. using the userÕs gaze to infer which
object is referenced by words like Òthat oneÓ.

¥ Speech: Prosody Ñ the timing and sequence of speech-
related sounds and intonation, and speech content Ñ in the
form of word tokens from a speech recognizer.

¥ Body: Direction of head and trunk Ñ e.g. when user turns
away to talk to visitors instead of Gandalf, and position of
hands in body space (hand position relative to trunk and
head), which is important when interpreting gesture.

¥ Turn-taking signals: Various feature-based analysis of com-
binations of related and/or co-occurring multimodal events,
such as intonation, hand position and head direction.

In addition, Gandalf is capable of task-related activities, in this case
perceiving and manipulating a graphical model of the solar system.
The main missing I/O elements in this prototype are the full range
of manual gesture [10][28], intonation control in the output, facial
expression in the input and more extensive intonation analysis in
the input.  However, the current mechanisms in Ymir are believed
to be able to allow these additions. 

Gandalf has been tested in interaction with computer-na�ve users,
who have rated him highly on believability, language ability and in-
teraction smoothness.  As a baseline, all subjects found Gandalf

Òmuch more life-like than interaction with a real fish in a fish bowlÓ
and all have found the smoothness of the interaction to be either
Òsomewhat betterÓ or Òmuch betterÓ than the smoothness of interact-
ing with a real dog.5  After interacting with Gandalf, 36% of the sub-
jects reported an increased belief that Òin the future, computers will
become intelligentÓ; 55% reported no change in their belief; none re-
ported a decreased belief.  Comparing GandalfÕs performance to in-
teraction with a human on a scale from 0 to 10, subjects rated
GandalfÕs language use to be 79% as good as that of a real person,
his language understanding to be 73% as good as that of a real per-
son, and the interaction to be 63% as smooth as a real human face-
to-face interaction.  It is important to note here that believability rat-
ings for GandalfÕs command of language were significantly lower
when his multimodal behaviorÑfacial and manual gesture, eye and
head movementsÑwere turned off, further supporting the conclu-
sion that his multimodal, human-like dialogue is relatively convinc-
ing.  For further results of user testing see [35] & [40].

5. DECISION MAKING: THE DETAILS
Decision modules in Ymir look at the internal representation of the
outside world as well as the status of internal processes, and make
decisions as to what to do from moment to moment.  Decisions
affect either the outward behavior of the agent or the processing
inside the agentÕs ÒmindÓ, and fall thus broadly into two categories: 

1. Overt decision modulesÑthose that initiate external, visible 
actions, and 

2. covert decision modulesÑthose that only change the 
internal state.  

The separation of modules into overt and covert decision is also
seen in the Hap architecture [1].  In Ymir, each decision module has
an associated action (or Òintention to actÓ) and a condition list.  If
the conditions are fulfilled, the intention ÒfiresÓ.  This means that it
either results in some internal process running or some outward
behavior being executed. Each decision module contains knowl-
edge about where to look for data (which blackboard), what to do
with it and how to communicate its status to other modules by post-
ing information to blackboards.  

A decision module for lifting eyebrows when being looked at by the
user (Òinformal greetingÓ) may look something like module 1 in
Figure 3.  This decision belongs to the Reactive Layer (RL).  The
Process Control Layer (PCL) contains decision modules that mostly
concern the dialogue process, e.g. when to parse the incoming
speech, when to report problems with the dialogue (Òoh, whatÕs the
word...Ó, ÒDo you mean this one?Ó), etc.  To do this, these decision
modules use a protocol to communicate with the knowledge bases in
the Content Layer (CL) (see Figure 2).  A small sample of commu-
nication primitives used for this purpose is shown in Figure 4.  The
CL produces multimodal actions; decision modules in this layer are
concerned with planning internal events, requesting multimodal ac-
tions to be executed and modifying these on the fly while monitoring
the MFB.

5.1 Scheduling of Decisions & Actions 
Intentions to act in Ymir are ensured timeliness in two ways: {1}
By priority scheduling, where requests initiated by modules in the
RL take priority over PCL-initiated requests, which in turn take pri-
ority over CL-initiated actions; and {2} by a time-management sys-
tem that ensures that actions that didn't get executed in time will not
be.  This is done by giving decisions to act an expected lifetime

FIGURE 3.  
Examples of decision module representation and slot values used
in Gandalf (see text for explanation; ACTIVE slot not shown).  1.
Overt decision module in the Reactive layer that decides when to
greet with an eyebrow-lift; 2. one of several overt decision modules
in the Process Control layer that determines when Gandalf turns to
his conversant; 3. overt module that decides to hesitate when the
character has understood  what the user said (spch-data-avail), yet
it has failed to come up with a reply (CL-act-avail) 70 centiseconds
after the user became quiet (BB-Time-Since Ôspeaking 70); 4.
covert decision module in the Process Control Layer that
determines when to parse the incoming speech.  T=TRUE, NIL=FALSE.

NAME: show-I-know-user-is-addressing-me 1
TYPE: RL-Overt-Dec-Mod
EXP-LT: 20
ACT-REQUEST: eyebrow-greet
MSG-DEST: FunctionalSketchboard
FIRE-CONDS: ((user-saying-my-name T) (user-turned-to-me T) 
(user-facing-me T))
RESET-CONDS: ((user-turned-to-me NIL))

NAME: show-listening-1 2
TYPE: PCL-Overt-Dec-Mod
EXP-LT: 2000
ACT-REQUEST: (Turn-To Ôuser)
MSG-DEST: ContentBlackboard
FIRE-CONDS: ((user-speaking T) (user-addressing-me T))
RESET-CONDS: ((I-take-turn T))

NAME: hesitate-1 3
TYPE: PCL-Overt-Dec-Mod
EXP-LT: 100
ACT-REQUEST: hesitate
MSG-DEST: ContentBlackboard
FIRE-CONDS: ((dial-on T) (I-take-turn T) (spch-data-avail  T)
  (user-speaking nil) (BB-Time-Since Ôuser-speaking 70)  (CL-act-
avail NIL))
RESET-CONDS: (I-give-turn T)

NAME: parse-speech 4
TYPE: PCL-Covert-Dec-Mod
EXP-LT: 200
ACT-REQUEST: (parse-speech)
MSG-DEST: ContentBlackboard
FIRE-CONDS: ((user-giving-turn T) (spch-data-avail T))
RESET-CONDS: ((I-give-turn T))

5. All data based on a convenience sample of 12 subjects [35].



value.  When a decision is made, an action request, along with this
value and a time stamp, are sent to the AS.  If the expected lifetime
has been reached before the AS has found a morphology for it, the
behavior is cancelled.  In the Gandalf prototype, the expected life-
time is a fixed value based on psychological studies of human face-
to-face communication.  In future versions the expected lifetime
will be a mixture of constants and run-time computation, based on
the performance of the system.

A Òfull-loop response cycleÓ refers to the time from the moment
when a particular dialogue event happens until the perceiver of that
event starts to execute a response to that event. Decisions to act re-
sulting from processing in the RL generally support full-loop re-
sponse cycles under 1/2 second, typically in the 150-250 ms rangeÑ
actions like blinking, determining the next fixation point and giving
back-channel feedback (see Figure 5).   Decision cycles in the PCL
have a frequency around 1 HzÑactions like taking speaking turn or
looking at someone who is addressing you.  The CL contains the di-
alogue- and domain-specific knowledge bases.  Processing in the
CL has response times from seconds up to infinity.  Notice that these
numbers are not based on current or future computing power of ma-
chinesÑthey are based on socially accepted response times in hu-
man face-to-face dialogue and on the computational limitations of
the human mind/brain.

5.2 Decision Module Representation  
In the Lisp prototype of Ymir, decision modules have been
implemented as object classes.  A decision module has the
following slots: (1) FIRE-CONDSÑa list of conditions that, when
all are met, will make the module Þre (turn its own state to TRUE
and send out an action request), (2) RESET-CONDSÑa list of
conditions that, when all are met, will reset the moduleÕs ACTIVE
slot to TRUE, (3) EXP-LT: expected lifetime of the moduleÕs action
requestsÑhow long an action request stays valid, from the time
it is requested by this decision module, before it starts to be
executed by the AS, (4) STATE, containing the boolean state of
the module, (5) ACT-REQUEST, containing the action request that
is posted when the module changes state, (6) ACT-DEST,
containing a pointer to act-dest, the destination for posting a
change in the moduleÕs state (one of the blackboards), and (7)
ACTIVE, a boolean state determining whether the module can send
out action requests.  When all the conditions in the FIRE-CONDS
list are met simultaneously, the moduleÕs STATE is set to TRUE,
this fact is posted to act-dest.  In this state, the module waits
to be reset before it can Þre again.  Overt behaviors send action
request messages to a buffer in the Action Scheduler.  Covert
modules contain a function name in their ACT-REQUEST slot that
is executed when the module Þres.

In dialogue, the idea of being in a particular state can be useful,
because certain actions (e.g. back channel feedback) are only
produced in a particular state (e.g. the Òlistener stateÓ).  A problem
with the simple overt and covert modules described above is that
they canÕt cause actions based on being in a particular state.  To
solve this, State Transition modules are made for keeping track of
things such as dialogue state, turn state, etc.  They can be thought
of as the transition rules in a Transition Network with the important
difference that they can lead to more than one new state, and they
are augmented with a global clock.  State modules toggle other
processes between ACTIVE and INACTIVE.  Among other things,
this can provide a mechanism for a simple Ònarrowing of attentionÓ
for the agent by deactivating certain perceptual processes and thus
limiting the range of perceptual data that the agent is sensitive to at
that moment. 

5.3 Methods for Decision Modules
Four methods are defined for decision modules: UPDATE, FIRE,
ACTIVATE, and DEACTIVATE.  UPDATE supplies a module
with access to all the data it needs to make its decision, and sets it to
TRUE if all conditions in its FIRE-CONDS lists are metÑthese are
ANDed.  If a module is ACTIVE and its STATE is TRUE, then the
FIRE method {1} posts the moduleÕs state to blackboard act-dest
and {2} sends its action request to the Action Scheduler (or
executes the internal function if a covert decision module), {3} sets
the moduleÕs STATE to FALSE and {4} calls DEACTIVATE on the
module, which sets the moduleÕs ACTIVE slot value to FALSE.  If the
moduleÕs ACTIVE slot is FALSE, the conditions in its RESET-CONDS
list are checked in UPDATE, and if all of them are met (these are

COMMUNICATION FROM CL TO PCL

Speech-Data-Avail KB-is-Exec-Act
DKB-Rcv-Speech TKB-Exec-World-Act
KB-Succ-Parse
TKB-Act-Avail TKB-Exec-Speech-Act
CL-Act-Avail DKB-Exec-Act
KB-is-Exec-Act Exec-Done

FIGURE 4.  
A subset of communication primitives between the Process Control
Layer and Content Layer, the latter of which contains a Dialogue
Knowledge Base (DKB) and one Topic Knowledge Base (TKB).
(Rcv = received, Act =  action; Exec =executing/execution; avail =
available; succ = succsessful.)

FIGURE 5.  
Multimodal input maps into all three layers in Ymir.  Decision
modules operate on these results and decide when to send Action
Requests to an Action Scheduler (see Figure 2), which then
produces visible behavior.  Target loop times for each layer is
shown in Hz.  It is important to note here that the frequency refers
not to the layersÕ internal update time or sampling rate, nor to the
speed of decision making, but to a full action-perception loop.  
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also ANDed), the moduleÕs ACTIVE slot is set to TRUE by calling
ACTIVATE on the module.  (By keeping the activation processes
as separate methods, these can be called on the modules from other
places in the system.)  In this state the module is again ready to
FIRE.

Each moduleÕs FIREing is time stamped when posted to a Black-
board, allowing  other modules to activate based on the age or pat-
tern of any message(s) reported on the blackboard.  The generic
operator BB-Time-Since gives the last posting time for a given
module, and can be used in any decision moduleÕs condition lists.       

The Gandalf prototype has shown that mechanisms for decision
making can be made relatively simple, provided sufficient perceptu-
al data.  The boolean nature of GandalfÕs decision modules supports
a level of complexity, within the larger framework of the Ymir ar-
chitecture, sufficient to keep up a relatively natural, free-form inter-
action.  Another candidate mechanism for decision making is fuzzy
logic (c.f. [18]), which could replace the current decision mecha-
nism directly without any modifications to the rest of the system.
First-order logic is a good option, however, when processing power
for running the whole system may be compromised or cannot be es-
timated precisely.  It may be pointed out that in systems such as this
the decisions themselves are always boolean; there are no Òhalf-
wayÓ made decisions.

5.4 Cascaded Decision Modules  
To understand the idea of cascaded decision modules, letÕs take an
example: Suppose youÕre engaged in a dialogue and the other party
stops talking.  You think sheÕs going to continue, but a moment
later you realize that she was asking you a question and is expecting
you to answer.  At this point you want to show that you have real-
ized that she is expecting an answer, but instead of showing this the
typical way (which typically may be a subtle raising of the eye-
brows) you decide to do something different: you quickly say
Òah!Ó, look away in an exaggerated manner while starting to formu-
late an answer.  When you realized you had failed to take turn the
ÒnormalÓ way, you chose (read: decided to execute) a different
behavior.  The new decision results in a motion that looks different
from the default behavior.  However, the alternative behavior you
decided on still serves the same purpose of showing that you know
that youÕre expected to respond.  Thus, the two decisions belong in
a group with a common functional purpose.  In Ymir, the two
behaviors are triggered by two separate decision modules: the alter-
native behavior in this example is generated by a second decision
module in a group of cascaded decision modules, all with the same
function, namely, that of showing the participating conversational
parties that you are about to respond in some way.  In the second
moduleÕs FIRE conditions is the failure of the first module to FIRE, a
condition that is avaiable to in one of the Blackboards.  By cascad-
ing a number of decision modules, each representing a variation on
behavior morphology, and each triggered in the case of anotherÕs
cancellation, inappropriateness, or failure, whole classes of behav-
iors can be built up in a flexible way.  This  scheme has worked
well for constructing behaviors in the Gandalf prototype.  

5.5 Remaining Issues 
The main issues of the decision mechanism that need to be further
addressed are {1} more extensive interaction between the Motor
Feedback Blackboard and the Content Layer, to allow for real-time
modifications of motor plans; {2} a stronger support for perceptuo-
motor loops, necessary for grasping objects and manipulating them,
{3} a learning mechanism to allow decision making to improve
over time, and {4} a more extensive testing of the malleability of

the decision mechanism itself, in the context of the rest of the Ymir
system.  

6. RELATED WORK  
Approaches taken to date to the creation of autonomous characters
can be classified roughly into two categories, Òclassical A.I.Ó and
Òbehavior-based A.I.Ó (c.f. [20]).  As Brooks [3] pointed out at the
beginning of the decade the approaches are certainly complemen-
tary.  Both certainly have features to offer for the design of commu-
nicative agents.  An example of a behavior-based A.I. system is
MaesÕ competence module architectureÑsoftware modules that
contain enough information to execute a particular behavior from
beginning to end (c.f. [2], [21]).  The modules are connected
together by neural-like activation links that determine their
sequence of execution.  The input to the modules can come both
from internal goals and the environment.  Decision making is made
by executing the program contained in the module with the highest
activation level at any moment.  This architecture, and other similar
approaches are very good for effective, fast decision making, and
some allow learning.  However, they lack methods to deal with
external and internal time-constraints and are limited in the plan-
ning they can handle.  

Blackboard architectures [31] were invented as a method to handle
unpredictable information like that encountered in speech recogni-
tion and planning [17][23].  The blackboard architecture attacks the
problem of unpredictability in the input data by the use of a common
data storage area (blackboard) where results of intermediate pro-
cessing are posted and can be inspected by other processes working
on the same or related problem.  Modifications to the original black-
board idea include mechanisms to allow interleaved execution of
subsystems, as well as communication between them [12], resource
management, speed/effectiveness trade-off and reactive systems be-
havior [8].  The principles of these architectures are very useful for
real-time multimodal communication systems.

Working on a piece of the multimodal puzzle, Cassell et al. [5][6]
describe a hybrid system for automatic speech and gesture genera-
tion.  The system employs two graphical humanoid characters that
interact with each other using speech, gaze, intonation, head, face
and manual gesture.  The system employs what the authors call PaT-

FIGURE 6.  
An example of event timing for part of GandalfÕs perceptual
modules (lines 30-34) and decision modules (lines 35-44) during
interaction with a user, for a period of 14 seconds (each interval = 1
sec.).  Gray horizontal lines show when a perceptual state is true,
small tics mark moment of decision.  (DIAL-ON = dialogue ongoing;
REFERENCING-DOMAIN=Òis user looking/pointing at a relevant object?Ó;
DEICTIC-MORPH=Òdoes the morphology of a userÕs hand-posture and
arm-motion indicate a pointing gesture?Ó; TURN-TO=agent decides to turn
head in a (variable) direction; LOOK-AT = point eyes in a (variable)
direction; GAZE-AT-ZERO-ZERO=look at user (by pointing  head and
eyes straight out of monitor).)



Nets (Parallel Transition Networks) in which synchronization be-
tween gestures and speech is accomplished as simultaneously exe-
cuting finite state machines.  The system highlights the complexities
of synchronizing various levels of multimodal action generation,
from the phoneme level up to the phrase and full utterance, but
leaves open the complicating issue of real-time adaptation and inter-
action between real humans and synthetic ones.

Hap is an architecture for creating broad agents with goals, emo-
tions, planning and perceptuo-motor capabilities [1].  It addresses
flexibility of plan execution and goal-directed planning, as well as
real-time natural language generation.  Whereas HapÕs decision
mechanisms were directed toward plan execution and language gen-
eration, YmirÕs decision system addresses the full timing range of
human action Ñ from milliseconds to hours to days Ñ in addition
to natural language (spoken or otherwise).  The specificity of the
Hap architecture is also more fine-grained; Ymir being more of a
meta-structure that could in fact accommodate the Hap method of
planning.  Another big difference lies in the complexity of the kind
of sensory and motor input it addresses: Like CassellÕs et al. work,
Hap is directed at synthetic characters that mostly interact with each
other inside simulated worlds.  Ymir deals primarily with dialogue
between synthetic characters and real humans, addressing the full
range of multiple modes relevant in face-to-face conversation.

All of the systems reviewed lack one (or more) of the three crucial
ingredients in face-to-face dialogue, multimodal action generation
and integration, use of natural language and real-time response (di-
alogue-relevant perception and action timing).  This makes it very
difficult to apply any one of them directly to humanoids that partic-
ipate in face-to-face interaction.  A strong dichotomy exists in many
of the prior systems between language capability and action genera-
tion/coordination. A few, like Cassell et al.Õs system [5][6], integrate
both in a consistent way.  However, PaT-Nets are generally not a
good solution to resource-allocation and real-time control.  Hap is a
relatively broad architecture that integrates planning, emotion and
natural language in a concise way, but the main weakness of Hap is
the simplicity of its perception and motor systems, which make it
difficult to take advantage of a richer set of input data and output
mechanisms, or move it outside of a simulated world.  In behavior-
based systems, such as BrooksÕ [3] and MaesÕ [20], interfaces be-
tween action control modules are defined at a relatively low levelÑ
creating large systems in them can be problematic at best, impossi-
ble at worst. But their greatest problem by far is adding natural lan-
guage capabilities.  

7. SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK 
The decision-making mechanism described in this paper results in a
system with several novel features.  Because the action selection
and scheduling mechanism is based on the real-time requirements
of human face-to-face interaction, concurrent behaviors, such as
glancing over to an object the speaker points at and nodding at the
same time, happen naturally, where and when expected.  The deci-
sion process includes feedback loops at multiple levels of granular-
ity; a character's behavior is therefore interruptible at natural points
in its dialogue with people, without being rigid or step-lock.  The
architecture models bottom-up processing and incremental (any-
time) computation of perceptual data while allowing top-down pro-
cess control through covert decision modules, supporting both top-
down and bottom-up processing.  By providing layers that address
the issue of resource management in this logical way, along with a
modular approach to modelling perception, decision and action,
new features and modules can be added incrementally without
resulting in exponentially increasing complexity.  Decisions in

semi-independent layers that are directed at different time-scales
(reactive, reflective) produce relatively coherent, reliable, and
believable behavior.  This is done by separating decision from the
morphology of action using a dedicated action coordination/com-
position processor, along with an inherent action prioritization
scheme.  
Future work on the decision mechanism focuses on building larger
action repertoires and more sophisticated decisions, testing the
architectures flexibility further.  Part of this work will involve
extending the agentÕs understanding of the dialogue, its partici-
pants, and decisions about the dialogue process.  The decision and
motor mechanisms in Ymir are very relevant to semi-autonomous
avatar control (c.f. [41]).  GandalfÕs topic knowledge and action
repertoire are also being extended [26], and Ymir is being extended
to control mobile agents.
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